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CALCULATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF

CURRENT DENSITY, ELECTRIC FIELD, AND

POWER DEPOSITION IN EXTERNALLY SUSTAINED ELECTRICAL DISCHA~GES

I. INTRODUCTION

In the deslgr~ of larger and larger C02 laser amplifiers, the

problem of attaining the ideal uniform discharge in these large discharge

volumes becomes increasingly difficult and expensive to solve. The

practical solution is a compromise between uniformity and other design

considerations. In order to judge the adequacy of each compromise, a

method of predicting the distribution of current density and electric

field throughout the discharge volume is needed. When these electrical

distributions are known, population inversions can be calculated and the

amplifier performance evaluated,

This report describes a method of calculating the three-dimensional

distributions of electric field and c“urrentdensity for externally

sustained discharges. Two-dimensional calculations have been reported

previously.1-3

11. GENERAL D!lSCRIPTION

!4ithexternally sustained discharges, a vOl’Jrleof space is rendered

conducting by an external source of ionizing radiation. A pair of

electrodes is placed within the conducting space and when they are held

~t dif?erent potentials, current flows between them. The local

deposition of’energy in the conducting space or discharge is at the rate
++
E-j where ? ~nd ~ are the local electric field and current density,

Irimany cases of practical interest, the problem cannot be worked

without the aid of large digital computers. This circumstance can be

attriblltedto ~he non-hniform spatial distribution of ionization that

must be dealt wtth as well as the non-linear dependence of the discharge

conductivity on the local valhes of ~, ~ and ioniz~tion rate S(?). The

method ot’ solving the prob’

electrode geometries. Th6

only of sufficient general

large ldser~.

em described below can be applied to arbitrary

algorithm developed in detail is, however,

ty to covvr mGst cases of discharges uspd in
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The gesmetry vis~alized is depicted in Fig. 1.. Two approximately

planar electrodes are located in space which ;s referenced by a set of

Cartesian coordinate axes. The discharge current flows between the

electrodes and is chiefly in the x direction. The space where current

flow occ~rs is divided into a three-dimensional array of cells, which are

approximately rectangular parallelepipeds. The cells are identified by

three indices, i, j. and k. Figure 2 depicts a slice of space occupied

by cells having the same k index of 3. The i and j domains both range

from 1 to 4, The space spanned by the cells need not coincide ~xactly

with the space between the electrodes britcould, for example, extend

beyor!dthe edges to include fringing current effects. CI?I1dimensions

are specified by “average” dimensions dx, dy, and dz, which, in the case

of “warped” geometries, will not be the same for all cells. For each

ce?l an external ionization rate S(i,j,k) will need to be specified.

This will normally be the value that occurs at the cell center whose

X,y,z coordinates can be computed wher,the cell geometry is specified.

Ultimately a local ?, ~ and resistivit.y,O, will alsc be established for
each cell. The procedure for estaulishifig/, ~, and p involves

representation of discharge space by a network of resistors cbrrnecting

each cell center with the centers of the six adjoining cells. Figure 3

~hows the resistors connecting the center of cell (i,j,k) with the

adjacent cell centers as labeled. The maqnitude of the resistors is

based on cell conductivity and geometry; R = OA~/A, where A~ is

center-to-ccmter length, A is the average cress-sectioncilarea

perpendicular to AL, and P is the average resistivity. For the cells

adjacent to the electrodes, one of the six uesistors connects to an

electrode. With a potential difference applied to the electrodes, one

then has a standard multinode circuit problem, the solution of #hich

gives currents in all resistors and potentials at all cell centers. Note

also that the solution satisfies current conservation (v3 = O) ‘and the

boundary condition of electrcd~s bei;lgequipotentidl surf~ces. Current

densities and electric fields are computed from the resistor currents and

cell-center potentials. A complication arises in that.p dep,:i~dson
+
E and?. Thus orrecannot know o until : and ~ are hr!ownand vice versa.

The difficulty is overcome by an iterative procedure.
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A first guess is made for o, which allows a solution for E and j.

With values for E and j, new values of p are calculated and the process

repeated until self-consistent values are reached. For computational work,

three-dimensional matrices are used to store parameters and variables

associated with the cells and ape designated by indices i,j,k. For cell

designation we use 1 ~ i & N, 1 ~ j < M, and 1 < k ~ L. We have an array of

cells N in number in the x direction, M in number in the y direction, and L

in number in the z direction.

111. SPECIFICS OF CALCULATION

A. Geometry

A particularly simple case arises when the discharge spzce is a

rectangular parallelepipeds. In this case we can choose all cells to be

identical in size, specified by three numbers, dx, dy$ and dz. If the

overall dimensions of the discharge space are X, Y, and Z we have:

dx = X/N, dy = Y/M and dz = Z/L. In the more general case we require

three-dimensional matrices and have dx(i,j,k), dy(i,j,k), and dz(i,j,k~.

Consider, for ~xample, the situation depicted in Fig. 4, which shows a cross

section in an x-y plane of a geometry with a warped anode slightly larger

than the cathode. Cell boundaries are defined in this case by introducing a

‘Urface ‘xl’ between the anode and cathode, such that it is everywhere

midway between the anode and cathode. Four surfaces labeled SYI to SY4

divide the cells in the y direction evenly into three regions. For this

caseN=2andM=3, Assuming uniformity in the z direction we would have

dz constant, dx a function of j only, and dy a function of i only. In

general it will be most appropriate to pick cell shapes that blend with the

electrode contours and maintain approximat~ly rectangular cell

cross-sections. The assumption will be made that the cell cross-sections

are sufficiently close to rectang[:larto allow them to be so treated for

computation. This clearly limits the generality of cases that can be

treated by the algorithm described below, but will seldom be inadequate for

cases of practical interest.
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B. The Resistor Network

The resistor network is used to simulate the discharge by an

appropriate size resistor connected between each cell center and

of the six adjacent cells or an electrode. At the boundaries or

there may be only five or four resistors radiating from the cell

The adopted arrangement and designations are illustrated in Fig,

discharge space is sparinedby a 2 x 4 x 3 array of cell, bounded

direction by a pair of electrodes. We thus have for this case N

the centers

corners

centers.

5. The

in the x

=2,M=Q,

and L = 3. The cell centers are designated by circles and are labeled with

the appropriate set of numbers (i,j,k). Connections to the electrodes are

designated by dots. A triad of three-dimensional arrays of resistors is

required; RX(i,j,k) in the x direction, RY(i,j,k) in the y direction, and

RZ(i,j,k) in the z direction, The nomenclature for the resistors is shown

in Fig. 5. Resistors are designated for connection between the dcts that

lie in the electrodes. These resistors will generally be set to zero

values. They are included primarily for convenience. As will become

apparent in the computer code, these zero resistors avoid special treatment

of the electrode edges. When fringing effects are considered, scme of the

resistors at the sides may be non-zero and will require special attention.

Note also that the ar-.y dimensions are not N, M, and L. We have

RX(N+l,M,L), RY(N+2,M-l,L), and RZ(N+2,M,L-1). As noted earlier, the

general prescription for the value of the resistors is to be:

where ~ is the average resistivity I the separation of all centers and ~

the average area perpendicular to ~. T(Jcalculate RX(2,1,1), for

example, we would have

RX(2,1,1) = ~“ ‘X( ’’l’l) ; ‘X(2)1”) -

+~ “(1’’”); ‘z(*’m

(1)

(2)

or
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with

GX(2,1,1) =
Jx(l,l,l) + dx(2,1,1)

[dy(l,l,l) + dy(2,1 ,1)] [dz(l,l,l) + dz(2,1 ,1)] ●

The RX resistors that connect to electrodes require special

treatment since they span half a ce-llheight and have no neighboring

cell. We have

P(l or N,j,k)
RX(1 or N+l,j,k) = ~y ~

,-
or N,.J,k)dz(l or N,J,k)

or

RX(1 or N+l,j,k) = o(1 or N,j,k)GX(l or N+l,j,k) ,

with

GX(l or N+l,j,k) =
m&:$! ●

(4)

;5)

(6)

(7)

The treatment for the I?Y’sand RZ’S is similar. No special cases arise

for these resistor arrays.
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C. The Network Eauations

We have a network of (N + 2)ML nodes (the dots and circles of

Fig. 5) connected by [3(N + l)ML + 2ML - (L +M)] resistors. Because

most (all for a no-fringing case) of the RY and RZ resistors with i index

of 1 or N + 2 are in fact zero, the rea? problem has fewer nodes and

“esistors but it {s still convenient to ignore this feature and use zero

resistors in order to write computer routines without numerous-special

cases. The variables chosen to describe the circuit solution are shown

in Fig. 6, which is again the 2 x 4 x 3 cell example used in Fig. 5. Two

three-dimensional arrays of loop currents [CIXY(i,j,k) and CIXZ(i,j,k)]

are used along with a two-dimensional array, CIT(j,k). The loop currents

are assumed to flow as shown in Fig. 6. Current CIXY(3,2,2), for

example, flows in resistors RY(2,1,1), RX(2,2,1j, RY(3,1,1), and

RX(2,1,1). The CIT currents flow in strings cifRX resistors. CIT(l,!)

flows irlRX(l,l,l), RX(2,1,1), and RX(3,1,1). CIT currents complete

their path through the power supply and, in this sense, are also loop

current:. The actual resistor currents (the real physical currents) are

readily expressed as combinations of the loop currents. The current in

res-

For

and

rea’

stor RX(l,l,l) is the sum of CIXZ(2,2,2), CIXY(2,2,2), and CIT(l,l).

resistor RY(2,1 ,1) the current is the difference between CIXY(2,2,2)

CIXY(3,2,2). The loop currents are also linear combinations of the

currents. It is, of course, necessary to define a positive

direction of flow and to be consistent therea;’,:~ in the development of

relations. The assumed positive directions are i~dicated by the arrows

in Fig. 6. Note also the indexing on CIXYand CIXZ. In CIXY, for

example, the ‘

choice is one

aside for CIX’

currents will

owest set of values for i, j, and k shown fs (2,2,2). This

of convenience for computer programing. ‘lheiirrayset

begins with CIXY(l,l,l) but these non-real “border” looP

be set identically equal to zero. Therefore, the general

loop equations will not require special formulation for the edge loops.

Three of these border loop currents, CIXZ(2,2,4), CIXY(2,5,2), and

CIXY(5,4,2), are shown in Fi9. 6. They are allowed for at all borders

but, for clarity, are not all shown in Fig. 6. Excluding the “zeroed”

loop currents, there are (N+ l)(M- 1)L CIXY loop currents,

(N + l)M\L - 1) CIXZ loop currents and ML CIT currents. In total there

are r~Tm [(2N + 3)!dL- (N + l)(M+ L)] currents or loops.



C1T(lb3) CIT(2,3) c1T(3,3) (X1(4,3)
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An equation for each lcop is obtained by summing the potential chang~s

aro~~d the loop and equating the sum to zero. The result is NT linear

equations in NT currents. For the CIT loops we have for example

N+l

CIT(l,l) = [V + S(1,1)] /~ Rx(i,l,l) ,

i=l

whe!’e

N+l

S(l,l) = z RX(i,l,l)[CIXY(i+l,l,2) -CIXY(I+1,2,2)

i=l

+ CIXZ(i+l,2,1) -CIXZ(I+1,2,2)] .

For a CIXY loop example we have

CIXY(2*2,2) - VXY(2,2,2)

/ [RX(l,l,l) + RX(1,2,1) + RY(l,l,l) + RY(2,1 ,1)] ,

where

VAY(2,2,2) =RX(1,1,1)[CIXZ(2,2,2) - CIXZ(2,2,1) +CIXY(2,1,2)

-CIT(l,l)] +RX(1,2,1)[CIXZ(2,3,1) -CIXZ(2,3,2)

+ CIXY(2,3,2) + CIT(2,1)] + Ry(l,l,l)[CIXY(l,2,2)]

+ RY(2,1,1)[CIXY(3,2,2)] .

For a CIXZ loop example we F,ave

CIXZ(2,2,2) - VXZ(2,2,2)

/ [Rx(l,l,l~ + RX(l,l,2) + RZ(l,l,l) + RZ(2,1 ,1)] ,

(8)

(9)

(lo)

(11)

(12)
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where

VXZ(2,2,Z) =RX(1,1,1)[CIXY(2,2,2) -CIXY(2,1,2) +CIXZ(2,2,1)

-CIT(l,l)] +RX(1,1,2)[CIXY(2,1 ,3) -CIXY(2,2,3)

+ CIXZ(?,2,3) + CIT(1,2)] + RX(l,l,l)[CIXZ( 1,2,2)]

+ RX(2,1,1)[CIXZ(3,2,2)] .

When modest size cells are used, NT may be several thousand and the

process of solving the simultaneous Eqs. (8), (10), and (12) can be time

consuming. The chosen procedure is iterative, in order to minimize the

number of arithmetic manipulations required. The choice of variables was

made with this procedure in mind. For cases of practical interest, the

CIXY and CIXZ currents will be small in comparison to the CIT currents.

An appropriate first guess is to place all these currents equal to zero.

The CIT equations are then initially simple and the field dependent

character of rho is introduced in a preliminary estimate of E before

including the CIXY and CIXZ equ~tlons. Section II-G gives more details

on this point.

o. The Electric Field

When the currents through all of the resistors have been determined,

potentials and electric fields can be obtained from the resulting IR

voltage drops. An appropriate value of the electric field components can

be taken as the potential difference between cell faces divided by the

distance between faces. Consider cell (1,2,1). A portion of resistor

RY(2,2,1) resides in this cell and carries the current

[CIXY(2,3,2) - CIXY(3,3,2)]. RY(Z,l,l) and its current [CIXY(2,2,2) -

CIXY(3,2,2)] also contribute to the potential drop in the y direction,

Adding the two contributions noted and dividing by the face-to-face

spacing, dy(l,2,1), we obtain the y component of the electric field.

E,Y(l,2,1) ={[CIXY(2,3 ,2) -CIXY(3,3,2)] + [CIXY(2,2,2) - CIXY(3,2,2)]I

(13)

HY(1,2,1) = 1/ dx(l,2,1)dz(l,2,1) .

(14)
~ p(l,2,1)Hy(l,2,1)

L

where

(15)
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Thecalculations for Ez and Ex proceed similarly. With Ex,

however, the resistor currents contain contributions from CIXY, CIXZ, and

CIT. To obtain E from its components we have

[ 1
1/2

E(i,j,k) = E~(i,j,k) +E~(i,j,k) +E~(i,j,k) . (16)

Formulation of the general case for Ey and Ez presents a problem because,

for the edge cells, only the pc,ential drops from the center to one face are

available. This can be accounted for by an appropriate definition of the HY

and HZ geometry factors. In the equivalent of Eq. (14) for cell (1,1,1), one

would divide by the distance from the center to face, dy(l,l,l)/2, instead of

using the face-to-face distance. Me have for the edge cells in general

HY(i,l orhl,k) ~2/[dx(i,l ork!,k)dz(i,l orM,k)] . (17)

liZ(i,j,l orL) =Z/[dx(i,j,l or L)dy~i,j,l orL)] . (18)

E. The Discharqe Resistivity

We have assumed throughout that ? = p;, with P a scalar quantity.

For practical cases this is a good approximation, but with magnetic

fields present P is actually a tensor. For the scalar approximation we

have

where N Is the molecular density, ne the electron density, e the

electronic charge, and vd(E/N) the field-dependent drift velocity. The

quantity ne is usually specified by the equatiorl

(19)

dne +

T = s(r,t) - Yn: - ane , (20)
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where s is the externally imposed ionization rate, y and a the -

recombination and attachment coefficients. Both y and a depend 011E/N.

To obtain the time evolution of the distribution of E and j, one would

integrate Eq. (20) for each cell. In many instances, however, a much

simpler approximation is adequate. By neglecting a and assuming

equilibrium, (drle/dt= O), Eq. (20) reduces to

and, when substituted in Eq..(19), gives

N
Q.— u(E/N) ,

efi

where

u(E/N) =
-*

For a given gas mixture, u is a function of E/N only. If we let

s -s.s(:) ,

where s(~) Is now a relative spatial distribution function, we have

%(?)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

with C = N/e~acting as a scaling factor. Since all resistors are

in effect scaled by C, the solutions of the network currents will also

scale directly with C. The distribution of electric field is Independent
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of current levels in this approximation. In practice, it is usually

convenient to ignore the scaling factor C until the very end and then

scale all currents by a factor C’. One has

2q
N

I

Itotal = c CIT(j,k).

j=lk=

The spatial function, s(~), used in Eq. (25) is obtained from a separate

Monte Carlo calculation and typically is supplied as a matrix of values

at a set of points S(a,b,c). ‘For use in computation it is necessary to

interpolate on the supplied values to obtain values corresponding to the

centers of the selected cell array. The coordinates of the cell centers,

x, y, and z, must be calculated and can then, with appropriate

interpolation routines, be used to find S(x,y,z). For conveniencewe

calculate the function f with

f(i,j,k) =1/~- .

The field, or E/N dependent, part of Eq. (25) depends on gas mixture.

The specific program described below assumes a table (a one-dimensional

array) with entries spaced at 0.2 x 10-16 V-cm2 in E/N. We thus have

u(j) with J = I corresponding to E/N = O, j = 2 corresponding to

E/N = 0.2 x 10-16, and j = 3 corresponding to E/N = 0.4 x 10-16,

etc. Assuming E/N Is given In units of 10-16 V-cm2, the value of u

will fall between two values provided by the table. The k indices fur

the table entries on which interpolation Is desired are

kl = int[5(E/N)] + 1 ,

k2=kl+l ,

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

where int[5(E/N)] Is the result of rounding off the prodl.let5(E/N) to the

next smallest integer.
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Linear interpolatioilthen gives

i

E/N - 0.2(kl - 1)
u(E/N) = u(kl) + 2 1[02)-dk,)].
=u(kl)[kl - S{E/N)] + u(k2) [1 - [~1 - 5(E/N)]} .

For a temperature T and pressure P

5(E/N) =5ET / (9.65762 X102P) .

F. Power and Current Density

Power and current density are readily obtained from the e“~ectric

field and resistivity:

and

P=E2/p=Ej .

b. Preliminary Estimate for E(i,j,k)

When N, M, and L are large, significant computer time can be saved

by a preliminary estimate of E(i,j,k). This iS accomplished by

calculations based on a simplified version of the resistor network. As

noted in Sec. I, the discharge current usually flows directly from

electrode to electrode, which means the loop currents are small compared

to the CIT currents. If the loop currents are neglected, one has in

effect a set of parallel resistoi.chains which control the field

distribution; and a much simpler set of equations appies. A few

iterations on the simplei’equation set provide a good first est.lmateof E

for use with the full equation set and the number of Iterations required

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

on the full set Is reduced.
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Calculatlon of the preliminary estimate begins by ignoring the

dependence of resistivity on electric field. The resistivity is now

sinply proportional to I/W, or f. We then have

E(i,j,k) =

where ~ is

E f(i,j,k)
(34)

the average field (V/X). Starting with thes~ values fcr

E(i,j,k), one now considers the dependence of the resistor values on

field and geometry as well as f. Equation (25) is used to calculate p

and a few iterations on

V p(i,j,k) HX(i,j,k) “
E(i,j,k) = ~

E
GX(ii,j,k)~(ii,j,k)

ii=l

and Eq. (25) produce a good first estimate for E(i,j,k).

IV. PROGRAM CODE

The mdjor portions of the code are shown in the flow diagram,

Fig. 7. This simplified flow diagram displays only the iterative

procedure for obtaining self-consistent values for electric fields.

Blocks 4 and 6 are also iterative procedures. To slaborate further on

the code, a Fortran version is included below and the various Fortions

are described block by block.

This program was written for a computing system which allows about

65,000 words of high speed memory for one problem. When a 14x14x25 array

of cells and a 44,000 word source function are used in this program, the

supplemental use of slower memory is required. Careful organization is

necessary to minimize computer tim~. The above case was run on a

CDC 7600 and took a little more than 3 seconds cf computer time,

including re~ding input and writing output files.

(?5)
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Figure 7
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Program Block 1

Lines 1 and 2 define the input and output files for the program and

assign logical unit numbers. TDIN, SOURCEand EPCISOA are input files

which are discussed in program block 2. TDOUT is the output data file

and TTY is the controlling terminal. It is used for error messages and

one-time output.

The parameter statements in lines 10-13 allow easy dimensioning of

all arrays. , MX, and LX must be greater than or equal to the N, M,

and L vai. from tdin.

Becauc~ IS program uses a lot of memory and the ionization

distribution array which is contained in the fill?SOURCE is also large,

an overlay is used. The equivalence statement in line 40 equates the

beginning of the location of convnonmemory blocks LCMA-LCMO and the

beginning of storage for array DEPOSIT, which is read in using subroutine

SOURCIN. The four blocks of common storage must be assigned so that the

space they occupy is contiguous. This cverlay necessitates three

actions. The scurce function must be processed first (create the f

matrix). The array into which the f matrix is written must be placed at

the end of common storagu since it must not be used for storage by

SOURCIN. Any array or portion of one must be set explicitly to zero

whenever a non-zero value would be wrong.

The level 2 statement in lines 38 and 39 puts the arrays mentioned in

it into large core memory, #here there is more storage available. It has

slower access.
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Program Block 2

Logical unit two is a file, EPOISOA, which contains the u(E/N) array

described in Sec. II-E. Unit four contains the parameters for the case,

file TDIN, Fig. 8. Unit 31 is the file named SOURCE which contains the

spatial distribution of ionization, array DEPOSIT, and the data which is

read into conmon block SOURLOK.

In this program version, file SOURCE was created by an independent

Program and is ~ccessed by using subroutine SOURCIN called in line 60 and

the function SOURGET called in lines 97 and 98. They were written by

J. C. Comly, Jr. to correlate with the format of file SOURCE. For other

specifications of the ionization distribution, other prograrwningwould be

used.
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Source File

Line Format

1 15

1 15

1 15

2 F6.2

2 F6.2

2 F6.2

3 F6.2

3 F6.2

3 F6.2

4 F6.2

4 F6.2

4 F6.2

INPUT SHEET

3-D PROGRAM, SHAPED DISCHARGE

Variable Value

N 2
M #

L 3

P

v

j

z

F
(

G-—.

‘LJ’
AB=FA EDC /q, 3-L

AD J g’.
AG

‘f.

“,

Date

Units and Description

No. of cells,cathode-to-catht

t~o.of cells,side-to-side

No. of cells, end-to-end

Pressure in Torr

Charge Voltage in kV

A/cmz for normalizing currenl
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The parameters read from logical unit four in lines 49-51 and 53-54 are

described on the input sheet shown in Fig. 8. The values on the input sheet

refer to the example described in Sec. IV. Line 52 changes the input charge

voltage from kV to V.

The question In line 55 checks that the array dimensions are large enough for

the number of variables chosen. If there is a problem, an error mess:~: prints

on the terminal and the program stops (lines 205-210).

The integer variable IVAR, which is sent to subroutine SCN?CIN, contains the

number of storage locations available for array DEPOSIT. If IVAR is less than

the number of entries in DEPOSIT, an er’~r message will print on the terminal and

the program will stop.

This program block also sets up many secondary constants (lines 63-67 and

?8-~7).
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Program Block s
—

This program block creates the f matrix. First the center coordinates of

each cell are found, Then function SOURGET retrieves the proper value of the

source function from array DEPOSIT (lines 88-101). The f mttrix stored for use

in this program is the reciprocal square root of t;!e source function. The origin

of tne coordinate system for the source functioa is at the center of the

cathode. Because the discharge is assumed symetric in Y and Z, and in order to

smooth the !loflteCarlo distribution even more, Ilnes 97 and 98 get S(x,y,z) and

S(x,-y,-z), average these values and use the average to compute f(x,y,z) and

f(x,-y,-z).

When the f matrix, l/fi, has been created and plinted (1ines-102-1M), the

storage locations used for array DEPOSIT are available for other purposes. The

loop currents and non-calculated (zero) resistor:; are now set to zero (llfl~S

109-132).
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-Subroutine G4NOH (lines 500-593) is called next (line 108). It

considers the shape of each cell in the discharge and creates two sets of

geometry-specifying arrays, GX, GY, GZ, and HX, HY, HZ. GX is calculated

using Eq (7) and the getleralform of Eq. (4). GY and GZ use equations

similar to (4) and have no special cases. HX, HY, and HZ are calculated

using the general form of Eq. (15) and Eqs. (17) and (18). This subroutine

was written to cover cases where dz is constant and dx and dy vary in a

manner specifiable by parameters shown in Fig. 8.
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Program Block 4

-The first approximation for electric fields is calculated from the

charge voltage, the f matrix, and a~~, Eq. (33), (lines 139-148).

Nowthe more elaborate equation for E(i,j,k) is used (lines 151-167).

Equation (25) is used to calculate the RHO(i,j,k) matrix in subroutine

CALCRHO (lines 246-262). RHO(i,j,k) and E(i,j,k) are calculated

alternately until the greatest change In any E(i,j,k) over its previous

value is less than 5% of the average field, EBAR, (line 137). Three

iterations are the most usual.
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Program Block 5-8

The four subroutine calls and the question in 1ines 173-177 are the

main loop of the program.

Subroutine CALCRHO was used in program block 4.

Subroutine CALCXYZ (lines 212-244) uses the general form of Eq. (3) for

RX, RY, and RZ with the special case of Eq. (6) for RX.

Subroutine SOLVE uses the method described in Sec. II-C to find the

network currents. The first part of this subroutine (lines 405-418) forms

the sums of resistances which are the denominators of the generalized forms

of Eqs, (10) and (12).

The iterative part of this subroutine (lines 420-472) solves for the

netwl~rkcurrents CIXY, CIXZ, and CIT using the generalized forms of Eq.

(8), (10), and (12). An extra, temporary array ‘s used for the newly

calculated values of the CIXY and CIXZ loop currents. If the change in any

network current is greater than ().5% of a central CIT current, the second

Part of the subroutine is renegotiated. There are usually three or four

IIr?rations OtI these Currpnts when the subroutine is called.
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The electric fields are calculated from the network current: and the

geometry risingthe general form of Eq. (14), similar equations for Ex and

E~,-and Eq. (16). All four of these equations are combined into one

(1ines 366-374).

The largest difference between the old and new values of any E(i,k,k)

is returned to the main routine for the test in line 177.
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Program Block 9

The current scaling constant, C’ from l-q. (26), is calculated and

written in lines 181-190. The current density is calculated from the

fields and resisitivity using Eq. (32) and scaled by C’. Power density

IS then computed UslrlgEq. (33), (1 Ines 191-1’36). Current and power

dens!t.ies are stored in two appropriately-dimensioned qeometry matrices

which are no longer needed.
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.In this program example, the f matrix was written to the output file

in program block three and the first estimate electric fields were

written in Fogram block four. Here in program block nine, the final

electric fields, the current density, md the power density are written

to the output file. When N, M, and L are large, it is desirable to

post-process the output file and produce pseudo-three-dimensional plots

done with a computer graphics package, Figures 9 and 10 show power

density integrated over z for typical input values and source function.
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v. SAMPLE PROGRAM

To illustrate the input and output for this 3-d program, the output

from and input to a case with a small array of cells are given.

The source function was described by

S(x,y, z) = Sass,
where

s(x) = (1-o.2x/x),
s(y) m (1-0.1 y /y),
s(z) = (1-0.1 z /z).

This source function has the origin of its coordinate system at the

center of the cathode. X, Y, and Z are the maximum dimensions of the

discharge and X, y, and z are the coordinates ~f the center of the cell

in question. The other parameters, used in the file TDIN, are entered on

the input ~heet, Fig. 8. The number cf cells in this problem ~grees with

the example in Figs. 5 and 6.

Because this is an artificial problem, the output is short and the

number of iterations needed in program blocks four and seven is small.
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